Abstract
Introduction
Recently, demands for accurate modeling and analysis of facial expressions are growing with new applications of facial motion analysis like deception detection and affective computing. Recognition of emotional states and synthesis of facial expressions are one of the key components for intelligent affective human computer interactions [15] . However, it is difficult to model subtle facial motions with current linear subspace-based models as facial motions pass through nonlinear shape and appearance deformations with variations in different people and expressions.
Most of current systems for analysis and tracking of facial motions from shape and appearances are based on linear models. Active shape models (ASM) [8] are well known linear models for facial motion analysis and tracking using point distribution models in linear subspace. By constraining deformation of point distributions into a linear subspace of the training shapes during local search, it achieves robust fitting of face models [8] . Active appearance models (AAM) combine the linear shape model of points distributions in ASM and the linear texture appearance model by aligning appearance models into a normalized shape using piecewise affine warping [7] . Iterative model refinement algorithms are proposed based on a prediction model, which is learned as a regression model using observations of linear shape and appearance model parameter variations after perturbations.
Bilinear and multilinear models are applied to improve accuracy in modeling facial expression recognitions [1, 20] and facial expression synthesis [5] . All these models are based on linear shape and appearance models with extensions for multiple factors. In addition, any of these models do not count dynamics in facial expressions except [12] . Feature-based facial expression recognition system may overcome the limitation of linear subspace of templates by directly tracking features like facial action units [13] . Feature based approaches, however, are hard to model appearance variations in facial expression and may not be able to synthesize appearance of new facial expressions.
We propose nonlinear shape and appearance models for facial expression analysis and synthesis. When dealing with dynamic facial expressions, image sequences lie on low dimensional nonlinear manifolds embedded in a high dimensional input space.
We model facial expressions by explicit modeling of configuration manifolds and decomposing variability due to different people and expression types. Nonlinear generative models using low-dimensional conceptual manifold embedding and empirical kernel mapping are developed to learn nonlinear shape and appearance model in low dimensional spaces as in Sec. 3. This generative model provides a global shape and appearance deformation model during facial expressions. Iterative estimation of the model parameters allows recognition of facial expression for a given image as in Sec. 3.1. To achieve accurate shape-normalized appearance images for learning our models, we employed thin-plate spline (TPS) warping as described in Sec. 2. Ex-perimental results in Sec. 4 using Cohn-Kanade AU coded facial expression database [10] show accurate synthesis of facial expressions and better recognition results of facial expressions than multilinear models based on linear subspace extensions [20] .
2 Shape-normalized appearance models using thin-plate spline warping
To develop nonlinear generative shape and appearance models, we first represent shapes by distributions of landmark points and compute a mean shape that is used for appearance normalization. We describe the ith shape by n landmark points as a vector
We compute the mean shape after shape alignments by weighted similarity transformation [8] from collected landmark points from different people with different expressions. We weighted each landmark based on the reliability of the face components as some components, like a nose, are more reliable than other face components, like a mouse contour, in facial expressions. By shape normalization, appearance vectors will establish good correspondences between each element of the shape-normalized appearance vectors and, therefore, meaningful algebraic operations between appearance vectors can be achieved.
To achieve shape normalization, piecewise-affine warping is frequently used in linear appearance models [14] . However, piecewise-affine warping can cause artifacts around boundaries for non-rigid shape deformation due to facial motions [6] . We use thin plate spline (TPS) warping for the non-rigid registration of appearance images to the mean shape. TPS warping have been widely used in medical image alignments and non-rigid deformations [16] after popularization by Bookstein [3] . Given an image sequence I 1 , I 2 , · · · , I NK , where N K is the number of image frames, with corresponding shape vectors p 1 , p 2 , · · · , p NK , we can obtain the mean shape p 0 . We need to warp every image I j with shape vector p j into new image I tps j = I(W p 0 (p j )). I(W p 0 (p j )) denotes the warped image of I j by TPS warping with shape landmark points p j into p 0 . In actual computation, we perform backward warping because of the discrete nature of raster images and computational efficiency as explained in the following.
TPS warping leads to smooth deformations and accurate normalization of non-rigid deformations of appearances in facial expressions. In case of backward warping we need to warp output image coordinates into input image coordinates by TPS warping from p 0 to p j and interpolate intensity values based on the warped coordinate. TPS warping specifies a mapping in the form
which minimizes bending energy
where U (x, y) = r 2 logr 2 , r = x 2 + y 2 . When we perform backward warping from the shape p 0 to a shape p j , the coefficients in the mapping function Eq. 1 can be computed as follows:
where
Computing the coefficients, we need to compute the inverse of matrix L only once as it only depends on p 0 . Fig. 1 (e) and (f) shows intensity differences between target image (b) and warped images (c) and (d) within target shape contour. When we measure errors between true target image appearance and warped ones by pixel intensity differences, the TPS warped appearance shows 20% less errors than the piecewise linear one as its warping based on corresponding landmark points describe more accurately nonlinear deformation of appearance in large shape deformation during facial expressions. The piecewise linear warping result may be improved using more dense landmark points and elaborate triangulation.
Given an image sequence, the kth image I k is represented by the aligned shape p k and shape-normalized appearance a k , where the appearance vector, a k , is the vector representation of pixels which are inside the mean shape contour after warping the image to the mean shape by TPS, i.e.,
We combine the shape vector and the appearance vector as a new vector
T for the facial expression analysis. In this case, the dimension of y is N as = 2n+N a where the number of pixels within the mean shape is N a . The combined shape and appearance vectors are used in modeling facial motions using the nonlinear generative model as will be described in the next section.
Nonlinear generative models with manifold embedding
Nonlinear dimensionality reduction has been recently exploited to model manifold structures in face recognition [18] and facial expression analysis [4] . When unsupervised data-driven manifold embedding techniques are used, resulting embedded manifolds of the same type of facial expressions performed by different people will be quite different and it is hard to find a unified representation of the manifolds. But, conceptually all these manifolds are the same 1-dimensional circular curves for expressions, which move from neutral expressions to target expressions and return back to neutral expressions. Using this conceptual manifold embedding and nonlinear mapping, we can model dynamics of facial expressions in a low dimensional space similar to [9, 12] .
A set of image sequences which represent full cycles of the facial expressions are used for conceptual embedding of facial expressions using a unit circle. The image sequences are not necessarily to be of the same length. We denote each sequence by Y se = {y
Nse } where e denotes the expressions and s is person's identity. Let N e and N s denote the number of expressions and number of people in the training data respectively, i.e., there are N s × N e sequences. Each sequence is temporally embedded at equidistances on a unit circle such that
Given a set of distinctive representative and arbitrary points on the unit circle {z i ∈ R 2 , i = 1 · · · N }, we can define an empirical kernel map [17] 
given a kernel function φ(·). For each input sequence Y se and its embedding X se we can learn a nonlinear mapping
and minimizes a regularized risk criteria. The whole mapping can be written as The nonlinear mappings are different for different people and for different expressions. Higher-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD) [11, 19] , which is a generalization of singular value decomposition (SVD), can be applied to decompose the mapping coefficients into multiple orthogonal factors. After converting each coefficient
se , all the coefficient vectors can then be arranged in an order-three facial expression coefficient tensor B with dimensionality
where Z is a core tensor, with dimensionality N s × N e × N c which governs interactions among different mode basis matrices, S, E, and F , representing the basis for people, expressions and pixels respectively. Given this decomposition and given any N s dimensional person face vector s and any N e dimensional expression vector e we can generate coefficient matrix B se by unstacking the vector b se obtained by tensor product b se = Z × 1 s × 2 e. This can be expressed abstractly also in the generative form by arranging the tensor Z into an orderfour tensor C
where dimensionality of core tensor
The result of the tensor multiplication C × s × e is a reconstruction of the coefficient matrix B se . We can analyze facial expression image sequences by estimating the state parameters s, e, and x t .
Facial Expression Recognition
We can recognize facial expressions by the estimated expression parameter vector e. Given an input image y, we need to estimate configuration x , expression parameter e, and personal face parameter s which minimize the reconstruction error
We assume expression vector for a given image can be written as a linear combination of expression class vectors in the training data, i.e., we need to solve for linear regression weights α such that e = 
Given expression class probabilities we can set the weights to α k = p(e k | y, x, s). Similarly, if the configuration vector and the expression vector are known, we can obtain face class weights by evaluating image likelihood given each face class s k assuming a Gaussian density centered at C × 1 s k × 2 e × 3 ψ(x). This setting favors an iterative procedure for solving for x, e, s. However, wrong estimation of any of the vectors would lead to wrong estimation of the others and leads to a local minima. For example wrong estimation of the expression vector would lead to a totally wrong estimate of configuration parameter and therefore wrong estimate for person face parameter. To avoid this we use a deterministic annealing like procedure where in the beginning the expression weights and person face weights are forced to be close to uniform weights to avoid hard decisions about expression and face classes. The weights gradually become discriminative thereafter. To achieve this, we use a variable expression and person face class variances that are uniform to all classes and are defined as Σ e = T e σ 2 e I and Σ s = T s σ 2 s I respectively. The parameters T e and T s start with large values and are gradually reduced and in each step and a new configuration estimate is computed. Several iterations with decreasing T e and T s allow estimations of the expression vector, the person face vector and face configuration iteratively and allow estimations of expression and face from a single image. Frame-based Facial Expression Recognition: For any given image frame, we can estimate facial expression parameter using iterative estimation of expression, style and configuration parameters. Estimated expressions weight can be used directly to recognize facial expression type. The maximum weight expression class corresponds to the maximum likelihood class for a given image frame. Most of the facial expression recognition systems use a peak expression image for learning and recognition of facial expression. In our model, all the frames can be used for the estimation of facial expression. In addition, estimated configuration parameter shows how close to peak expression from embedding coordinate. Fig. 2 shows estimation of expression (b) from shape normalized appearance sequence images (a). As the expression starts from a neutral expression, which is similar in all different expressions, in the database [10] , estimated expression weights are similar to all four expression classes. As expression progress to the peak expression configuration in the sequence, the estimated expression weights become discriminative. From sequence of an expression we may recognize expression more robustly by selecting majority of recognized expression. However, we used peak expression image in testing facial expression classification in order to be comparable to other recognition systems using only peak expression frames in facial expression recognition.
The facial expression estimation in peak expression becomes an iterative estimation of expression vector and style vector as we know the configuration, the low dimensional embedding. We can embed the peak expression at the opposite location from the neutral (initial) expression in the unit circle embedding. So, we don't need to estimate configuration by full search in the embedding space. The facial expression recognition becomes finding the closest expression class with the estimated expression parameter. Fig. 3 shows typical examples of expression weight changes through the iterations. Sec. 4.2 shows experimental results using peak expression image from CMU AU coded facial expression database [10] .
Facial Expression Synthesis
Our model can synthesize facial expressions by combinations of facial expression parameters and personal face parameters. As we have decomposed the mapping space that captures nonlinear deformation in facial expressions, the linear interpolation of the face style and facial expression still captures nonlinearity in the facial expression. A new personal face vector and a new facial expression vector can be synthesized by linear interpolation of existing personal face class vectors and expression class vectors using parameter α i as follows:
where i α i = 1. We can synthesize new personal face s new similarly. A new facial expression image can be generated using new personal style and expression parameters.
Experimental Results
To build nonlinear generative model of facial expression and to test facial expression recognition, we selected 40 sequences of 10 female subjects (N s = 10) with four emotions (N e = 4: surprise, happy, angry and sad) from CohnKanade AU coded facial expression database [10] . We collected shape landmark points for every other frame in each sequence. Collected sequence data contains sequences of 5 to 17 image frames. The total number of frame collected with landmark points was 399 frames. The landmarks have 38 points in each image (n = 38). The appearance vector was represented by 288328 pixels (N a = 288328) inside landmark shape contour in the mean shape.
For any given sequence, we embed expression frames on the half circle as expression sequences in the database start from neutral expression and stop in the peak expression instead of returning to the neutral expression. The embedding configuration is parameterized in the range γ = [0, 1] to cover half unit circle embedding space. So, γ = 0 means neutral configuration and γ = 1 means peak configuration.
For facial expression recognition we used embedding which is corresponding to the peak configuration γ = 1 as described in Sec. 4.2.
Synthesis of facial expression with personal style and expression type variations
Our model can synthesize facial expression while changing the person style and expression type parameters during performing the expression. 
= (1 − t)e
angry + te surprise . As a result, the facial expression starts from neutral expression of smile and animates new expression as t changes. When t = 1, the expression becomes a peak expression of surprise, then the expression t changes to angry and then back to neutral expression again. In the same way, we can synthesize new faces during smile expressions as in (b). Fig. 4 (c) is the simultaneous control of the personal face and expression parameters. In this case, the embedding changed from 0 → 1 → 0.5 → 1. As a result, the last synthesized expression is the peak expression of the target expression instead of a neutral expression.
Facial Expression Recognition
We tested facial expression recognition performance for ten subjects with four expressions: surprise (SP), happi- , and sadness (SD). Using collected shape normalized appearance, the performance was tested by leave-one-out method: we learn the model with nine people and tested the recognition performance with one person whose data are not used for learning the model. Table 1 shows recognition results when we classified facial expression using maximum expression weight of the last frame from 40 sequences. To compare the performance, we modeled facial expression by multilinear model with the same shape normalized appearance model as in [20] . The average recognition rate in our method is 90%( 36 40 ), which is better than multilinear model 80%( 32 40 ) , where facial expressions for unknown person are recognized based on cosine distance of estimated expression vector using one of closest person subspace with the same shape normalized appearance data. Our proposed approach has better a model of person differences by linear combination of existing persons instead of selecting one of the known person in [20] . In addition, our model has better style and expression decomposition model as it decomposes in kernel map space and it can use all the image sequences with different number of frames for training, which is impossible in multilinear analysis in [20] as it requires aligned the same number of frames for training.
Conclusions
This paper presented a new approach for facial expression recognition and synthesis. The model utilized nonlinear warping of appearance for shape normalized appearance model and kernel mapping to model nonlinearity of appearance in facial expressions. The dynamics of facial expressions are also modeled using low dimensional manifold embedding of the expression configuration. The model shows better performance in facial expression recognition in addition to accurate synthesis of facial expression with geometry and expression variations simultaneously. The proposed model is a generative and has a low dimensional representation of dynamics, which are useful for the tracking of facial motions within Bayesian framework.
